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Organizations today face significant 

information challenges. Where is it? 

How do I get to it when I need it? What 

does it mean? What insight can I gain 

from it? Organizations that are unable 

to access reliable, consistent, and  

complete information in a timely 

manner could find the challenges of 

gaining or remaining competitive in 

today’s marketplace insurmountable.

IBM offers the industry’s most  

comprehensive set of data warehouse 

technology; providing you with the 

capabilities necessary to glean the 

maximum return from your most  

important investment - information!  

Additionally, IBM Industry Models 

deliver industry expertise and  

regulatory best practices in a form  

useable by both business and IT  

    •  World Wide solution and industry 

      delivery experience 

   •   Demonstrated implementation 

      methodologies and  

      best practices

  •   Predefined offerings, workshops, 

      and packages

Highlights

communities to analyze the  

information in your data model,  

customized for your Industry.

Offerings and Capabilities Overview
IBM Information Management Services 

supporting Data Warehouse solutions 

provides a full lifecycle of design, 

integration and implementation 

capabilities based on years of diverse 

engagement experience with clients in 

all industries worldwide. By leveraging 

our vast set of best practices, 

methodologies, tools and proven 

architectures, we can enable you to 

achieve your goals more quickly and 

with decreased risk.

The success of our consultants is 

rooted in both their skills in producing 

valuable and timely deliverables 

as well as in their ability to transfer 

their knowledge to the your project 

team through mentoring activities. 

This two-pronged approach is key to 

making you successful in your data 

warehousing initiatives.
 
Offerings and capabilities include:
IBM Smart Analytics System Solution

Installation Services

The IBM Smart Analytics System

is a proven solution, based on

thorough pre-integration testing

and certification of the solution
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elements. This solution also provides

ongoing maintenance in the form of a

healthcheck in the first year.

Infosphere Warehouse Healthcheck

A complete system review of your

InfoSphere Warehouse environment to

validate the health of your business

intelligence products and systems.

InfoSphere Clinical Analytics Fast Start

InfoSphere Clinical Analytics (ICA)

Fast Start is an integrated data

warehouse platform that provides

a single source of trusted

administrative, clinical and research

information across the healthcare

enterprise to help improve operational

efficiency and outcomes.

InfoSphere Warehouse SQL Warehousing
(SQW) Fast Start

This service will help you start your

first SQW project alongside expert

consultants to install and configure

the tool as well as mentor your staff.

Industry Models Quick Start Offering

Providing customers and partners with 

mentored, reduced cost, Industry

Models implementation approach.

Your independence is our 
greatest success!  
That is the underlying theme to our

delivery approach for the data

warehouse domain. We believe that

transferring our knowledge to your

organization is just as important as

the successful implementation of

your data warehouse project. 

This mentoring is a key component 

of every engagement and is 

designed to provide you with 

long-term self-sufficiency. 
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Engage Today
These days your organization requires

more from your data warehouse

environment to accommodate growth

and to be able to capitalize on new

market opportunities. The overall

health of your data warehouse is a

critical foundation to fully leveraging

business intelligence solutions

for ongoing customer insight.

Thousands of customers leverage

IBM IM Data Warehouse Services to

ensure their data warehouse

environment is soundly architected to

meet the demands of the business 

and running efficiently to do so in a

timely manner.

Our experts are ready to assist your

organization with:

  •  Establishing project goals

       and expectations 

  •  Maximizing the return on  

  your investment

  •  Reducing project delivery times, 

  complexity and risk through the

       delivery of proven offerings

  •  Reducing total cost of ownership

Available for whatever your business

requires in the full life-cycle of data

warehousing, the IBM IM Data

Warehouse Services team will produce

results quickly, and will help to put your 

project on the road to success.

For more information
For more information regarding

this or any services offerings, please

visit the IBM IM Services website at: 

ibm.com/software/data/services 

To learn more about the IBM Smart

Analytics System visit:  

ibm.com/sofware/data/infosphere/

smart-analytics-system

www.ibm.com/software/data/services
www.ibm.com/sofware/data/infosphere/smart-analytics-system

